
Add Vertices® to ADM for a total archive solution.

B&L provides a comprehensive archival data solution with our two independent, but compatible products. ADM rapidly 
extracts the catalog information and Vertices helps you instantly locate the data you need for an end-to-end archived 
data solution. Our solution allows you to decommission old servers, stop the management of disparate source tape backup 
applications and consolidate historical backup catalogs—regardless of platform or source—into one, easy-to-use system. 
And because chain-of-custody and other auditing requirements are captured automatically, complying with internal and 
external regulations has never been easier. 

The Most 
Cost-Effective Solution 
for Your Archival Data

Archived Data Manager®

Archived Data Manager® (ADM) is a revolutionary central management system for all your historical and production backup catalogs—
regardless of platform or source.

With ADM, older backup images are archived. Your backup catalogs will be considerably smaller, and you’ll experience a drastic reduction 
in your backup window. Moreover, you can restore archived files using ADM, eliminating the need to keep your source backup system.

Consolidate your archival data into one, centralized index

Comply with audit requirements through access and data-change tracking

Compatible with all backup software, including NetBackupTM and Backup ExecTM

Make Your Next Migration the Quickest  
and Easiest Ever.

Changing your backup system is simple and hassle-free with 
Archived Data Manager. Using our patent–pending rapid 
extraction technology, you can quickly transfer your existing 
backup catalog data into ADM, centralizing all of your older 
backup systems’ images for easy accessibility.

Centralize all of your current backup catalogs 

Easily expire backup sets without the need of the source 
backup application

Quickly perform data searches with ADM’s intuitive Web interface

Migration is easier than ever, leaving you free to always 
choose vendors that are best for your bottom line 

Stop Managing Silos of Data.

Whether it’s from mergers, acquisitions, IT upgrades or 
consolidation, archival data can often reside on several 
disparate tape backup subsystems. Archived Data Manager 
eliminates the need to manage all these subsystems and 
consolidates all your archival data into one central index. It 
also allows you to restore directly from ADM so there is no 
need to maintain the source backup application. All backup 
catalog information is now readily accessible through ADM’s 
intuitive, Web-based interface, giving you an unprecedented 
level of data transparency and a faster turn around for 
eDiscovery requests. 

Contact Us Today to Schedule a No-Obligation Webinar.

Let us show you how to reduce your backup times, eliminate migration problems, and 
mitigate litigation risk while saving you money and making your job easier. 

Call 1-800-OK-BANDL (1-800-652-2635) or visit us on the Web at
www.bandl.com/products/archived-data-manager/index.asp.

http://www.bandl.com/products/archived-data-manager/index.asp

